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Background 

This document is part of a series that serve as a reference guides to the procedures and controls that 
should be followed and are available in the Dimensions for Academies system. It is an overview of the 
process and supplements detailed process notes. 

There are a number of stages in the purchase to pay process that allow for approvals prior to progressing.  
These are designed to offer control of the process, segregation of duties and the ability to check that 
internal procedures and the scheme of delegation are being followed. 

Dimensions for Academies consists of two systems: the core accounting system, Access Dimensions, and 
Finance Portal, which is an on-line system used primarily by non-finance staff.  Both systems are very 
flexible and allow administrators to control what access users have, thereby only allowing each user access 
to the areas of the system that they require. 

The approval steps in the system are there as a safeguard that the budgets are being spent in the correct 
manner and only by those who should have access to them.  The systems also record all processes for each 
transaction and log them to the user performing that process; this means that from start to finish there is 
an audit trail with traceability and accountability for the transaction.  The step by step process with the 
inbuilt approvals at key points also provides many opportunities to check the information entered is correct 
and should minimise errors. 

Suggestions are made for approvals at appropriate stages but the system’s owner/administrator must 
decide where approvals are required to meet the required level of security. 

Multiple levels of approval for differing value requests are available to meet the organisation’s scheme of 
delegation. 

Another feature of the systems is that they both offer the ability to attach any relevant documentation to 
the record, which means that anyone viewing the record can check the quotes, requisitions, invoices or any 
other supporting documentation from within the record.  This is very useful as it means no time is wasted 
having to find filed paper documents and assists in achieving the paperless office environment. 

There should be segregation of duties in the purchase to payment process with 
approvals at appropriate stages to provide a double check and minimise the 
possibility of internal fraud. 
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The Purchase to Pay Process 

The purchase to pay process starts with a member of staff wishing to purchase an item or service and ends 
with the delivery of the goods or service and payment to the supplier. 

Controls and checks must be in place to ensure that: 

 the supplier from whom the goods or service are purchased is legitimate 

 the authorisation process conforms to the scheme of delegation 

 the supply is received and is in good condition 

 the invoice matches the supply received 

 the payment goes to the correct bank account or the cheque to correct address as appropriate 

In addition checks must be in place to ensure that the risk of internal fraud is minimised. 
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Supplier Creation/Edit 

FINANCE PORTAL 

Creation and edit of suppliers is done in Dimensions but creation or edit requests are made and authorised 
through Finance Portal.  A request to use a new supplier (Request New Supplier) or to make changes to a 
supplier’s details (Request Supplier Alteration) is raised by the user and is submitted through the system for 
approval by a designated person. When authorised creation or amendment of the supplier is automatically 
completed in Dimensions. 

DIMENSIONS 

New suppliers can be created and existing suppliers edited in Dimensions.  The ability to create and edit 
supplier records can be limited to particular users. 

Before suppliers are created or edited, it is recommended that checks be done to 
ensure that the company is legitimate and the details are correct. 

Company details can be checked through Companies House which should hold the legal information for the 
company.  Changes, especially to bank details, should be checked carefully.  Call the company, but not on a 
phone number that is on the documentation submitted to request a change, to ensure the change is 
legitimate and correct.  Any documents from the company requesting changes or providing legal or 
financial information when creating or changing a supplier should be attached to the record as proof. 

Supplier creations and edits should be approved by someone other than either the 
user requesting them. 

Purchase Request 

FINANCE PORTAL 

A Purchase Request is raised with all relevant details added to the record. 

When picking the purchase analysis code, Finance Portal will show how much budget is available and warn 
if over budget. 

Documents, for example quotes or justifications, can be attached to requests and will be visible to 
authorisers.  

On creation, the Purchase Request is sent for approval to relevant budget holders; this provides an 
opportunity to check the supplier is correct, prices are within agreed terms and that the purchase is 
legitimate and within budget. 

Once approved the Purchase Order can be generated and sent to the supplier. 

DIMENSIONS 

Purchase requests are not created in Dimensions.  

Purchase Order 

FINANCE PORTAL 

Once a Purchase Request is approved, a Purchase Order is created in Dimensions and is then sent to the 
supplier either from Dimensions or from Finance Portal by the requester. The ability to send purchase 
orders from Finance Portal can be disallowed. 

As the Purchase Request was approved, it is not necessary to have the Purchase Order approved as well. 
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DIMENSIONS 

A Purchase Order can be created in Dimensions without a Purchase Request but these are not subject to 
the approval process. The use of this facility is discouraged and can be prohibited. 

NOTES AND IMPORTANT CHECKS 

 Dimensions has an email address that is set as the default address to which orders are sent. This 
address is used by default in both Dimensions and Finance Portal. If another email address is 
required that one should be entered. 

 Copy emails can be sent to additional addresses. 

 Additional documents can be attached to an order emailed from Finance Portal. 

 Check that the delivery address details are correct (address, contact, notes, etc.)  

 Check the required by date;  this determines into which budget year/period the commitment goes. 

Goods Receipt 

When goods or services are received, they should be marked as such on the purchase record.  Whether the 
whole order is received or only part thereof, recording what is received and uploading delivery documents 
to the record ensures that only received goods or services are paid. 

Finance Portal offers the option of not allowing the approval of purchase invoices until the goods are 
received. 

FINANCE PORTAL 

Receipt of goods can be undertaken by the requester, someone else in the school, for example reception, 
or by the central finance team. 

DIMENSIONS 

Goods can be received in Dimensions. 

Goods/Services receipts CANNOT be reversed, so care must be taken to check that 
the correct number of items are received and that they are receipted to the correct 
lines on the order. 

Purchase Invoice 

Purchase Invoices should normally be entered only if there is a corresponding purchase order. However, it 
is possible to raise a non-purchase order invoice if required. 

FINANCE PORTAL 

Finance Portal can be configured such that purchase order invoices can only be raised if the items have 
been received.   

Non-purchase order invoice entry is possible but only if a particular supplier has been designated as such. 

Purchase invoices must have a copy of the invoice attached before submission for approval. 

Purchase Invoices have to be approved before they can be posted to a supplier account.   

DIMENSIONS 

Purchase Invoices are posted directly to the supplier’s account once the details are entered and the invoice 
is saved.  The system will prompt if goods haven’t been receipted but allows posting without receipt. 

NOTES 

 Finance Portal will stop a purchase invoice from being raised until goods are received.   
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 The advantage of having the documentation attached to the record and visible for anyone who is 
authorised to access it, is that this eliminates the need for looking for paperwork or the potential for 
it to get lost while being passed from person to person. 

Payment 

FINANCE PORTAL 

A suggested payments list can be created and approved in Finance Portal. 

DIMENSIONS 

In Dimensions, a suggested payment list can be raised, remittance advices are printed or emailed and a 
BACS export file can be produced.  Cheques can also be printed.  

A list of suggested payments is not necessarily the list of payments that will be 
made, merely a suggested list of those payments that are due to be paid. 
Individual items can be omitted by the approver.   

 


